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1 Illustrative Poem
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Layout & Illustrations | 2020Layout & Illustrations | 2020
This project originally started as a simple book cover. 
However, it later branched out into a booklet full of 
illustrations. I did each drawing by hand in charcoal. 
Then, I placed them into the layout to help tell the 
narrative written by Poe. Each drawing tells a story that 

fits into the narrative of the poem.

“The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe was the first poem I 
illustrated for. The poem is deep and explores many 
mature themes such as death and grief. I hoped to 
reflect those themes through my drawings. I had the 
drawings be without color to reflect the more lifeless 

and dark themes. 

Illustrative Poems
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2Guided Pathways
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Icon design | 2021Icon design | 2021
Each icon in the set represents a specific degree 
track at Chemeketa Community College. They 
all needed to achieve instant recognition and 
connect with aspects of each unique degree 
track. The colors were chosen from both of the 
college’s primary and secondary brand palettes. 
This project was collaborative  and a group effort.

The goal of these icons was to be used on the 
Chemeketa Community College website for any 
students to choose a career pathway and to 

possibly be used beyond the web.

Guided Pathways
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3 Composting Awareness
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Poster Layout | 2020Poster Layout | 2020
The project is to help raise compost awareness 

and encourage people to compost. It is a poster 

that is for promoting composting awarenesses 

week. The theme of the poster is “Grow. Eat. 

Compost. Repeat!” 

I hand-rendered the illustration and then made 

the poster digital with added color. I selected type 

to complement my illustration and reinforce the 

message. The lines in my illustration are all organic, 

making the drawing more natural. The apple 

features a tree growing out of it to draw attention 

to connections between our food system and soil. I 

wanted to give it a more natural feel.
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4 Fairy Tale Booklet
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Page  Layout | 2020Page  Layout | 2020
Fairy tales are not what they used to be. They were once 
very dark and very creepy. My goal for this project was 
to design drop caps that were true to the original tales. 

The drop caps were used in a book as a collection. 
The type was added to compliment the drop caps. I 
used a heavier font to bring unity and balance to each 
page and to ensure the words aren’t overwhelmed 
by the illustrations. The reading experience was my 
top priority. Each drop cap is illustrated digitally and 

represents each story in a unique way. 

Fairy Tale Booklet
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Package Design | 2021Package Design | 2021
Love Groove is a local winery that sells and produces 
their own wine. The company is based in Portland, OR, 
and they like to embody the vibes of the 60s. They 
often appeal to the younger generation. The wine is 

farm-to-barrel with a fruit-based recipe. 

The goal was to design labels for three of their most 
popular flavors. Each variation I choose to make them 
match their flavor. I wanted to colors to stand out and 
be the main focus while also encouraging the idea of 

fruit and fresh.

Love Groove
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6 You are Here
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Page Layout | 2021Page Layout | 2021
I worked with a team on this project, which made 
it a highly collaborative project. I was the editor in 
chief on this project. It was my job to keep everyone 
on task while meeting our deadlines. This is the 
3rd edition of the You are Here magazine. It is for 
students and is written and designed by students. 
It is full of advice and is outstanding for anyone 

interested in graphic design. 

The idea behind our design was to have it resemble 
a journal, something like a parent would hand 
down to their children. I added doodles to make it 
look like someone had been using it. The magazine 
had to be friendly in appearance while also catch 
the attention of people who aren’t exactly known 

to have the best attention spans (students).

You are Here
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7 Comic
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Illustrations | 2021Illustrations | 2021
My goal was to make a light-hearted comic 
that would make people smile while also 
creating a narrative. I  wanted to make 
something fun .  Something I  could be 
excited about. Using the format of comics to 

illustrate stories is one of my passions!

I have always had a love for cats, and I wanted 
to share my own personal experiences. The 
comic features highly versatile illustrations 
that can be used individually or as a single 
unit. I chose to prioritize illustrations over 
the text to highlight my skills while making 
the design more dynamic. I hand-rendered 

everything to give the comic a unique style.

Comic
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Illustrations | 2021Illustrations | 2021
The project was to design five stickers to promote an 
event or cause. I chose BookWorm, which is something 
my local library used to do every summer. It is a 
program that encourages kids to read. I experienced 
the BookWorm program as a kid, so I had a strong 
attachment to the program and was excited to work 

with them. 

Each sticker is inspired by imagination coming to life 
through books. The worm is the mascot of the program 
and helped kids relate more to the library. My goal for 
these stickers was to gain kid’s interest with bright 
colors and fun illustrations. They will promote the cause 

and gave the program more attention.

BookWorm
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Album | 2021Album | 2021
The cover features illustrations by me. The album Smoke 
and Mirrors features themes like illusions, human flaws, 
and mistrust. I created an illustration to reference how 
society holds lofty views of a justice system even though 
we are only human. Therefore, I created a character out 
of justice to humanize her.  I also accomplished my goal of 
bringing a more human element to the idea of justice we 

have created. 

I created a digital cover as well to show a more modern version. 
The layout was modified to adapt to the different media.

Album Cover





I am a designer who is versatile. I specialize in illustrations and 

will try new strategies to solve a problem. 

I may be a new designer, but I am ready to branch out and start 

a new adventure. I love trying new things, which is why I work a 

lot with traditional mediums. The design industry can be very 

digitized, so it never hurts to go out and work with your hand. 

While growing up, I found myself drawn to comics and other 

artist media. My designs have definitely been influenced by 

that aspect of my life. My designs are illustration-based. Type 

can be added to the illustrations I have made. I also have a love 

for fine art and photography.

Grace Martin

541.974.6797
gracea.design

contactgracea@gracea.design

Thank you for your Time!


